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ABOUT US

We are a colorful and emotional team of extraordinary personalities. Our main driving 
force and stimulus are the non-traditional projects with which our clients challenge us 
every day. We have no limits in our capabilities. We are not afraid of very large sizes or 
complicated manipulations. The more original and creative your ideas are, the greater 
our aspiration and desire to realize them. That is why we invest mainly in innovative 
technologies and non-standard thinking people, believing that in the vast world of 

TO TAKE A STEP BEYOND THE IMAGINATION.

TO CONTACT US
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ANTIBACTERIAL PROTECTION

 Do you have a small baby, live with elderly relatives or just really take 
care of your health? Then we o�er you portable bactericidal lamps. 
Through their UV radiation, they kill all harmful bacteria and microbes. 
You can easily disinfect your baby's paci�ers or telephones, which are 
an integral part of our daily lives and are one of the most susceptible 
to contamination devices. Choose a color of your choice, trust us and 
be as protected as possible.

PORTABLE STERILIZED UV LAMP WITH UV-C LIGHT 

UV STERILIZATION
Deep ultraviolet light with a wavelength of 240~280 nm can
destroy the DNA or RNA molecular structure of bacteria and

cause bacterial death.



 We all know that because of the spread of the coronavirus, many 
businesses have stopped working. Gradually, however, we begin to 
return to a normal lifestyle and daily routine. The product we o�er you 
is a large antibacterial lamp, aimed at large and medium-sized businesses, 
and why not small households, which provides a high degree of protection 
against many harmful viruses and bacteria.
 The antibacterial lamp is extremely beautiful and stylish in appear-
ance, so it can �t into any interior - from a hygienic room or shop in a 
mall or other commercial site, to a great �nish for a bar or restaurant.
 Schools and kindergartens will soon be opened, which in turn 
carries risks of mass and easy infection. This can be prevented if the 
necessary safety measures are followed and our lamps can help school 
sta�.
 You will see how easy it works - you put your hands in the lamp 
hole and in 10-15 seconds all the germs on them will be destroyed. In 
operating mode, the lamp lights up, and when the disinfection with 
UV-C rays is completed, the lamp goes out.

ANTIBACTERIAL BOX FOR DISINFECTION WITH UV-C RAYS:
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ANTIBACTERIAL PROTECTION



 Are you tired of thinking non-stop about how you will equip yourself 
to go out during a pandemic? We o�er a new product in pocket format, 
which you can attach directly to the connection with a key. This is our 
door holder. With it, you can easily open and close exterior and interior 
doors in the apartment block, at the workplace and anywhere outside 
the home. The convenient nozzle allows you to press any buttons and 
avoid touching by hand. Easy to wash and disinfect. It is made of PVC.

DOOR HOLDER

ANTIBACTERIAL PROTECTION



 Although the crisis with COVID-19 found you unprepared, we were 
able to react quickly and therefore created a very functional and useful 
rack. You can place a small disinfectant dispenser, a disposable glove box 
or anything else on it that you think will be the best protection for you 
and others.
 The rack can very well �t into any interior and exterior of public 
places, hotels and o�ce buildings. The advantage of our shelves is that 
they are mobile, light, comfortable and easily portable.
 And don't forget - the virus will pass, but besides it, there are many 
other dangerous and harmful microbes around us that we have to �ght 
frantically. We must be as protected and cautious as possible.

SHELVES FOR DISINFECTANTS

ANTIBACTERIAL PROTECTION



 For safety to protect people from viruses and pathogens. The 
material is Pet G and can be decorated with wood and PVC. They 
can be resized and modi�ed for any business, such as opticians, 
taxis, o�ces and any other.

SAFETY BARRIERS

ANTIBACTERIAL PROTECTION



 Chaos is a constant companion in your life, and your desk is 
cluttered with a pile of scattered paper?
 We have the right solution - a stylish transparent clipboard with 
which you can easily and conveniently grip sheets of paper. Also, if 
you work in an event agency and the host has to read the script - our 
clipboard is perfect for that. Very practical and convenient and of 
course, with the option to engrave a logo and name. The clipboard 
is suitable for use as a writing pad when there is nothing to place a 
sheet of paper on.

CLIPBOARD

FOR THE OFFICE



 Are you one of those people who like to write down the impor-
tant tasks for the day? Or do you just love the order and order of 
events chronologically?
 For this purpose, we have created a mobile desk stand made 
of Plexiglas, on which you can record your tasks for the day. It can 
be engraved with either a personal name or company branding.   
  Don't miss important information and always be prepared. We 
are there for the realization of your every idea.

TO DO LIST:         

FOR THE OFFICE



 You have a great desk, a modern and comfortable computer, 
you do your job on time, you make money and life is more than won-
derful. This would be the ideal scenario if in most cases you are not 
interrupted by colleagues who come to ask you various things, and 
your thought is lost forever.
 We have found the right solution to this seemingly small prob-
lem - a product that you can use both at work and at home when you 
want not to be disturbed.
 The product we created is made of wood, plexiglass and a mag-
netic part that easily attaches to a monitor. The purpose is to show 
when you are busy and when you are not. This way, those around 
you will easily �nd out when is the most appropriate and convenient 
time to talk to you.
 How is it used and what is its functionality? It's very simple and 
easy: when you're busy, you press the touch button and it lights up 
red, and when you're ready to spend time with others and you're not 
engrossed in work: you turn o� the button and you're done - you're 
already on line with colleagues and relatives people.

I AM BUSY

FOR THE OFFICE



 Just as a coin has two sides, so our products always have more 
than one function.
  We o�er you a wooden board in the form of puzzle pieces, which 
at your discretion you decide how to assemble. Wood is a great ma-
terial that allows it to be engraved in a way that you like. But one of 
the most pleasant features of the wooden board is that you can com-
fortably and �rmly attach your favorite glass of �ne wine.

WOODEN BOARD PUZZLE

FOR EVERYDAY LIFE



 Like Robinson Crusoe, we in the 21st century are forced to sur- 
vive on our own. The di�erence is that we live in a large society and 
use technology constantly in our daily lives. But why not bet on the 
old, but safe: paper and pen. We have created a “Survival Diary” to 
diversify and make your life a better and tidier place with a reference 
to the recent past. This notebook is eternal - the pages can be changed 
and combined, new ones can be added as you like.

SURVIVAL DIARY

FOR EVERYDAY LIFE



Optional internal pages

FOR EVERYDAY LIFE



Internal pages with stickers

FOR EVERYDAY LIFE



 Every real lady has at least two pairs of earrings and a few jewelry. 
Forget about the chaos in the locker and the scattered jewelry!
 If you have an idea for an asymmetrical shape that we can turn 
into a jewelry stand, do not hesitate to contact us.
 The stand has an option to engrave and is a great o�er for a 
personalized gift.

STAND FOR EARRINGS AND JEWELRY

LIGHTING



WOODEN KEYCHAINS

... with the possibility of treatment with epoxy resin or varnish, engraving
and lamination with PVC.

WOODEN PRODUCTS



WOODEN TELEPHONE STANDS

WOODEN MEDALS WITH LAMINATED AND
ENGRAVED MIRROR PVC

WOODEN PRODUCTS



ALL LUMINOUS LETTERS, SIGNS AND INSCRIPTIONS

LIGHTING PRODUCTS



Made of opal, mirror PVC, etalbond, wood and others
materials.

LIGHTING PRODUCTS



BRANDING OF VEHICLES AND SHOPS,
PRODUCTION OF VINYLS FOR BILLBOARDS AND ROLL BANNERS

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING



OUTDOOR ADVERTISING



PRINT ADVERTISING

We give you the opportunity to copy documents, print photos, posters,
photo wallpapers, banners. Print ads materials for your company by
individual design:
- business cards           - letterheads         - notebooks
- catalogs                        - textiles                  - envelopes



BRANDING OF T-SHIRTS, SCARVES, BAGS, HATS,
BAGS AND OTHER TEXTILE ARTICLES WITH

FLEX FOIL      PRINT      EMBROIDERY

TEXTILES



 Wood is one of the materials that children like the most and 
love to play with.
 Our "Laptop" contains colorful drawing accessories and sheets 
of paper that the child can draw freely.
 It is easy to carry, does not weigh and is particularly compact.

NEW AND FUN SUGGESTIONS
FROM

Small and large wooden line, branded with the child's name

FOR CHILDREN



Two types of wooden puzzle to play:

with the color of the tree and colorful 

FOR CHILDREN



Custom wooden "laptop"

FOR CHILDREN
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